The Conscious CEO:
The New Face of
Leadership
by Steve Bowman
\I/hat makes

a

not-for-profit

Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) stand out as a true

leader, one who

has
charisma, who is decisive
yet takes into account all
points of view, who is able
to ask questions or find
solutions that have eluded
everyone else, who forges
incredibly strong and long
lasting strategic visions and
systems?
The one underlying factor in this rype of leader is that
they choose to be conscious: they are tru1y aware of what

is happening arouncl them, they consciously choose
whatever they do or perceive, and they are able to
function in the simultaneity of past, present and future
withor-rt fixating on any one aspect of time. The skills they
bring to an organisation are much less impofiant than the
consciousness they bring, as consciousness will affect all
people who are impacted on by that organisation. Higher

levels of conscious behaviour and attitude are the key to

creating a balanced integration of organisational vision,
strategic ancl operational realities.
Consciousness is only a matter of choice. If you choose
to be consciolrs, then you can be. If you choose to be
unconscious, then you can be that as wel1. Your choicel!!
The unconscious individual has things happen arouncl
them, much to their bemusement and fi-ustration. The
conscious individual is able to create those things that are
the most expansive to themseives, their family and their
organisation. The contrlbution they make is awe-inspiring
and exlraordinary. \flhy wouldnt you want to be conscious'i
CEOs can choose to be conscious, unconsciolis, or even
anti-conscious. Consciousness exists on a continuum, and
thus the CEO can choose where on that continuum they
want to be. However, if the organisation is to thrive and

provide real value, the CEO needs

to be

primarily

conscioris and must also have attention on consciousness
in all aspects of the organisation. The CEO has the po\ver
to make an incredible difference. It can be a magni-ficent,
affirmative contribr-rtion, particulady when approached
witlr commitment to conscious rwareness, or it can be a
negative contriblltion vt'hen it is approached vt'ith
unconscious or anti-conscious thoughts, feelings and
behaviours that contain unrecognised ancl unresohred
personal concerns.
t2'iA
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The Conscious CEO
Those CEOs that choose consciousness have the ability
to perceive all that is hzrppening around them, including
thoughts, biases ancl feelings, without buying into that
perception as reality. The Conscious CEO knows, and acts
upon that knowing, perception and intuition with trust and

conviction. They exemplify continLlor-ls renewal and
transformation. They make a conscious demand and
commitment to being all that they are. They know u'hat
thelr 219 about - u,'hat inspires, stimulates and rejuvenates
them, as rrell as their implanted flears. They know that
fear is an implanted imagination - not truth; they are aware
and able to perceive when their unresolved concerns
suface. These individuals are able to release their fears
so they can shift from being outer-clirected to heing innerdirected.
The Conscious CEO is totally present, able to function
in the simultaneity of past, present and future and thus
not be influenced unconsciously by past events or future

in the question, rather than being
b)' the problems. They know how to ask

concerns. They live

besieged

questions in a more unlimited u.ays in which they wiil

al1ow the answers that they hadn't considered as
possibilities to manifest. By "living in the question", they
become more aware of the options they have. They look
at situations fiom the framew-ork of wanting to get to the
truth. They are ln touch with their intuitive knowing as
well as the logical aspect of themselves. tX/hen the person
functions from thelr intuitive know-ing they are able to
perceive solutions that cannot be u.orriecl out by the clear
light of logic. Recent research by the HeafiAzlath Instilute,
a not-for-profit in the US, has shown that intuition can
actually be measured by electrophl'sical changes, and that

consciousness and intuition are linked
(hnp ://wn'w. heatmath.org).

The Conscious CEO is able to receive all n'ith true
gratitude without any sense of obligation, judgement or
filtering. They relate to life in spontaneous interaction with
the energy of the moment and have the ability to perceive,
know, be ancl receive ever1,.thing. They are empowered
to know that they know, as they ale able to connect with
t1-reir inner source. They are not attached to convention
and are a1n'ays u'i1ling to take risks and destroy and
old systems, structures and routines for neu,

i;..J.".

Conscious CEOs har.'e
curic,rsity and are comfort:ible

a

sense of adventure and
q'ith a flowing process rather
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Key Area 2: Create more conscious
C

EO/Staff relationsh ips

The lynchpin behind a conscious CEO/staff relationship
is the quality of the culture in the organisation. The CEO
is the single most important shaper of culturc in any
organisation, and rvill shape that culture either consciously,
unconsciously or anti-conscior-rsly. If the CEO chooses to
be unconscior:s. then culture N'i11 der.'e1op around them
without them being aw-are of what they are a1lowing. That
culture is 1ike1y to be insipid yet very busy being busy,
with many subcultures being created in the absence of
conscious leadership. If the CEO chooses to be anticonscions, then the culture will reflect the fear, restrlction
on information and territorial stn-rggles so common w'ith

' -." J.
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Key Area 1: Create a Conscious Board/
CEO relationship
The Conscious CEO knows that an unconscious or anticonscious Roard n'i11 harre a lirniting effect on the staff,

constituency and the organisation generally. The
Conscious CEO will work ton'ards raising the
consciousness of their Boarcl. Each of the follorving Board

Consciousness Strategies are briefly clescribed, and for

more details on each strategy, go

to

ww-vi-.lifemastery. com. au.

The key IJoard Consciousness Strategies include:
assisting the Board to understand and implement their
key roles (legal. accountability. strategic,/po1icy, public
relations and risk)l
reporting to the Boarcl against outcomes, not how busy
the organisation has been. This means reporting zrgainst
agreed criteria (most often the success measures directly
attlibutable to the strateElic plan) rather than reports
from committees or divisions or projects about hou,'

busy they have been;
developing and implementing an incluction program fbr
Boald (and staffl that relates to roles, history, use of
vision/mission, strategy, ethics, cornpliance and
behaviour;
developing a vn'orking relationship with the Chair that
is focr-rsed on strategy and the ethos of "no surprises";
integrating Board professional development that enables

Roarcl members

to gain insight into and skills with

relevant aspects of the organisation (..g. risk,
governance, accountability, financial stenardship,

strategic thinking etc);
managing the agenda so it is focursed on strategic issttes,
not operational reports, and u'orklng with the Chair so
that Board items are fbcused on strategic, ethical and

compliance issuesl

ensuring infbrmation provided

to the

Boarcl

is not

blased to provide a "ros)r" picture, ancl that the Roard
consciously ask strategic, ethical or compliance related
questionsr

the Boarcl to clevelop key perfbrmance
measures for the CEO and the Board, and to f-acilitate
both a CEO ancl Board evaiuation process;
assisting

utilising the vision of the organisation as a filter for
der.elopment and erralualion of programs.
t4 i*m
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anti-conscions behavior,Lr.
Consciously choosing and then creating the culture of
the organisation is the single Elreatest influencer of the
CEO/staff relationship. The CEO can consciously choose
to actively create a culture that is in keeping w-ith the
values and vision of their org:rnisation and themselves, or
unconsciously. if not anti-consciously, choose to create a
cultr-rre that is destructive and does not provide ease and
joy in all aspects ol the orgrnisation. There are many
choices that a CEO can make in activcly creating the
culture that is best suited to their organisation at that time.
The CEO can choose the degree to u,.hich:
. staff iclentify with the organisation and its vision, or just
identify with their role or profession (e.g. I am just the
accounlant, I am just the receptionist);
. management focuses on outcomes ancl accountability,
rather than the means or processes;
srork is organised around groLlps and indivicluals, or

just individuals;
staff have autonomy fbr decisions, or regulations and
supervision are used to clirectly or indirectly control
employee behaviour;
rewards are tied to performance, or reflect nonperforrnance factors;
staff are encouraged to be consciously innovatir-e, or
unconscionsly risk averse;
staff are encouragecl to opedy air conflicts ancl criticisrns
as interesting points of view, or complain or undermine

the organisation in devious or convoluted ways;
the performance management system focuses on key
perfbrmance measlrres that relate to the strategic plan
and that shape behaviour congruent u,-ith the conscious
culture the CEO is creating, or an off-the-shelf product
is used r-here staff actively dislike the process.

Key Area 3: Facilitate more conscious

Staff/Staff relationships
The Conscious CEO can facilitate more

conscious
behaviour behr,-een staff by developing and implementing:
. formal dispute resolution processes to resohre disputes
amongst staff and between stafT zrnd the CEO;
. a sharing of Ke1' Performance Indicators amongst the
staff, so staff can see u.hat the key perfbrmance
indicators are for their colleagues (including the CEOs!!).

This leads to behaviour that is supportive and can
fundamentally change perceptions of horv' staff view
their colleagues w'ork, and hou, the Boarcl vier'vs the
CEO's work.
Association Management Australia and New Zealand

LEADERSHIP FEATURE
Key Area 4: Facilitate more conscious
Staff/Cl ient relationships
The Conscious CEO undertakes to perceive and provide
guiclance to the stafTclient relationship in a manner that
produces a relationship that is in keeping with the culture
they have consciously chosen for the organisation. The
Conscious CEO can facilitate staff/client relationships (e.9.
serwice recipients, members, suppliers etc) that are more
consciolrs by developing and implementing:
. Perceptual surweys and focus groups that explore the
relationship betlv-een staff ancl the client, seek insight
into the perceptions and concerns of each group, ancl
provide indications of unconscious or anti-conscious
behaviour that may be identified and modified;
. Repofts (verbal and written) from recipients that journal
their perceptions of the ease and 1oy with which they
receirre the service.

Key Area 5: Facilitate more conscious

Staff/Board relationships

The Conscious CEO can facllitate a more conscious
StafTBoard relationship by developing and implementin€l:
. A Staff/Board communications policy that provides
guidelines for when and hoq' Board and staff can

.
.

directly communicate u,-ith each other;
A Delegations of Authority document that outlines the
authority of the Board, the CEO and staff;
A Board agenda item where individual staff members

are selected to provide a verbal repod to the Board
every second or third Board meeting, on the issues that
staff member faces in their program or Division. This
is typically around 20 minutes, and actively focuses on
issues, rather than what the staff member actually does.

Summary
A high performance not-fbr-profit

r
by

organisation

is

characterised by a high culture of consciousness within
that organisation, which in turn is facilitated by a CEO u,ho
has chosen to be conscious. The Conscious CEO can have
an incredibly expansive influence on an organisation, and
can bring a balanced integration of organisation vision.
strategic and operational realities. The only difference
between a Conscious, Unconscious or Anti-conscious CEO

is the choice they

make. W
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The relationship between staff and the Board is often, at
best, tenuous if not actively ignored. Board members oflen

comment they do not knos' what staff do, yet Board
members are ultimately responsible for all that occurs
within the organisation. This often gives rise to the
Operational Board, characterised by ever increasing
demands for operational information and distrust regarding

what is going on u'ithin the organisation. In many

cases,

staff regard the Board as some distant, irrelevant,
misunderstood entily N,ho meet for secret Boarcl business,
and who are not concerned with what staff clo.
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